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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
The following paper is a summary of my personal process as an actor. My
process, as any process is in a constant state of flux. I discuss my current approach to a
role from the callback portion of an audition to performance.
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PROLOGUE: ACTING CONTRADICTIONS

What I love and value about acting is exactly what I struggle to fully understand. It is an
art comprised of contradictions. Actors are given the task to find the truth in a character
that only exists in the black and white of pages of fiction; plays and screenplays. Fiction
is make-believe, a lie of sorts. So one might say an actor’s task is to find the truth, in a
lie: find the real in the unreal and give it life. That’s magical if you ask me for when we
breathe life into a character; we make it human because it lives through us as artists. It’s
an art of giving birth. However, we are birthing things, characters, that don’t actually
exist. This is a beautiful, complicated contradiction the art form what we call acting. The
way by which we come to give life to these characters is equally paradoxical because in
order to do so, within acting’s complexity we must consistently simplify, by way of
specification. We must also pursue this search for a character knowing that there is no
particular formula for any one role, no prescription on how to administer the discovery of
any given character we might portray. In order to make a character appear real an actor
has to be selfish and fight for their character, but in order for a scene to work truthfully,
an actor must be selfless. We as actors are charged to find the logical in the illogical and
we can’t use our brains to do so, we must use our gut.
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CHAPTER ONE
EARLY STAGES OF GIVING LIFE TO A CHARACTER

When approaching a role, I first make strong choices or decisions about the character,
which are very much topical for the purpose of callbacks do my best to allow my instincts
to take over regardless of whether or not they fit the character. By the time I get a
callback, have usually read the play or at least significant parts of the play in order to have
a spring board to launch myself from. I also like to hear what others think about the play
or the role I am auditioning for in this stage of the game. I most often get very broad
opinions, generalities or stereotypes, but it helps get through the callback process. I know
full well that some of what I find during callbacks may stay but much will change and
grow if I get the opportunity to develop that character.

By the time our first table read takes place I like to have the play read at least two more
times; sometimes this isn’t possible. I like to read the play once through simply to hear
and see the whole story in my imagination. I try not to focus on my part too much
because I want to get a feel for everyone in the story. However, if something strikes me,
I’ll make a note of it in my script. The second time I read it, prior to table work, I put a
great deal of focus on my part and make notes in my script as I see fit. I simply look for
things that pop out to me at this point in the process. I feel as though I am just being
introduced to the character through my eyes specifically. I might make a note about what
someone else in the play says about her, become drawn to a line that I think reveals
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something deeper about her. Basically, I allow myself to see whatever it is that I am able
to see about the character and her circumstances in the play.

It’s at this point that I work to identify personally with the role if I haven’t already. And if
I have, I work to further that personal relationship between myself and the character. I
aim to become aware of what it is about me specifically; my past, my life, my voice, my
body, my experiences, etc., that relate to, share or have in common with the character I
am portraying: knowing full well of course that this is just the beginning. I continue to
explore these personal connections throughout the entire process of the show.
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CHAPTER TWO
TABLE WORK

My goal during the first reading is simply to get through it. The reading is stressful for
me because I am dyslexic. Reading out loud is something I have always struggled with
and remains a sensitive and potentially embarrassing experience. At a read through, I
don’t have any excuse for messing up my lines. In a callback, there is a lot happening
and less pressure to get the words exactly right. I also know that people are looking at
other aspects of me other than reading. Therefore, I keep my focus on the page and pay
very little attention, if any at all, to making character choices. I absolutely don’t try to do
an accent this first time around. My focus is simply to do the best reading I can for
everyone in the room. Though I do my best, it’s difficult for me to truly hear or visualize
the character and make new discoveries during this initial read through. Should I get my
script early, I make sure to highlight my lines in yellow.

Table work is something that was new for me when I started my MFA training. What I
have come to use if for is open communication and conversation about the play as a story
being told as well as actor-self-discovery and director-self-discovery. By now, if my
objective or super-objective hasn’t become clear to me, use table work as an opportunity
to discuss it with my director: this is the time for that kind of thing. It’s also a time to
ask questions, but not necessarily a time to find answers. I like it when fellow cast-mates
are able to give me some insight into my character through discoveries of their own
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character. However, if an actor has a suggestion about something specific about my
character that clearly came from their experience as a person, I often throw it out. I don’t
believe in playing director or acting coach to my fellow actors and I appreciate the same
in return. Again, insight is very helpful, but I believe this is my journey to bring the
specific role I have been cast in, to life. That responsibility is in my hands and my hands
alone. I see my director as my guide and the character as my own personal adventure.
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CHAPTER THREE
REHEARSALS

My main objective as an actor in the beginning of rehearsal is to memorize my lines as
quickly as possible. I write every line down at least twice, sometimes many more. First, I
write out each line with a space between them where my scene partner’s lines would go;
then, I write out each scene as a monologue. I continue to repeat both in my head and out
loud on my own as much as possible. This is also a visual reference for me. Admittedly,
I don’t do enough memorization work with a partner. Finding someone to run lines with
me outside

of rehearsal is not my strong suit. Movement while memorizing also helps:

something as simple as walking around in whatever space I am in. Additionally, I now
know to look for a cadence or syntax that a character might have. Being aware that
character I am playing has a certain way she speaks, helps me to break down memorization
blocks that impair my ability to remember lines. I am also a stickler for memorizing lines
exactly as the playwright wrote. I want to believe that all playwrights chose their words
carefully and intend them to be spoken precisely as they are on the page.

Throughout the rehearsal process I make notes in my script, notes about anything:
discoveries, circumstances, thoughts, movement, blocking, ideas, questions, comments,
concerns, drawings, shapes, anything that comes to mind. I underline operative words,
lines

and phrases of particular significance to the story, repeated lines, common words

that the character may use or anything else that catches my eye. If I am working with an
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accent, I write out the words in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) bellow my
lines. I will also often write out various lines that prove to be more difficult than others
in a separate notebook or on a separate piece of paper in IPA in order to help with
memorization, cadence, syntax as well as pronunciation. I keep these notes or notebooks
with my script. Daily notes given by my director are also written in my script.
Sometimes I write them on the page of which I am to take the note or, on the back of a
page dated when the note was given. Though there is little organization to how I mark up
my script, I like to keep it all in the same place.

As the rehearsal process continues I do research on the play whether there is a dramaturge
or not. I research anything I have a question about. I could look up something as simple
as a word or as complex as a city map. I look for anything that might clue me into the
character I am playing and the world in which surrounds them. My investigation
throughout the rehearsal process is sporadic and non-linear. I may study something for
an hour or two and it may lead me to further exploration I may look something up and
spend a minute or two deciphering its relevance to my character or the play.

Meditating on the character I am playing is something new for me. I feel that in a relaxed
state my imagination and inner senses are more acute and easier to access. It’s a new part
of my process so I feel that there is still much to discover. Nevertheless, I use this
method to imagine what the character’s real life might be like if any given scene were to
exist in reality. I also imagine them in random situations, maybe what their wedding was
like, what a date might look like, how shopping might feel, how they would clean or not
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clean. I also use it to build my character’s relationships, for example: If I know I need to
find the love in the relationship I’m playing, I will use this meditative imaginative state to
explore what, how and why my character loves the person she is with within the world of
the play or her world before the play begins. Moreover, I visualize myself as the
character making the choices she makes in the play as I search for answers as to why she
makes those choices. Spending time imagining my character as a real person, through
me, helps me create as well rounded and as fully developed character as possible at this
point in my work. I find it an immensely valuable tool thus far. I don’t think I am
entirely aware of how much I use this techniques, meditation itself has become a daily
practice, often multiple times a day if I am able. Nevertheless, meditation is something I
plan on using to access future roles.

Meditation also allows me to maintain a connection with my breath. I do a lot of breath
work in my meditation. Breath-work every day helps keep the muscles involved pliable
and assists in keeping my breath as low as possible on a daily basis. I still hold my breath
and fall into some of my other bad habits from time to time, probably more often than I
am aware, but this daily ritual has no doubt had a positive effect on my work as an actor,
artist and human being. Incorporating vocal work along with my breath work is
something I need to add at the very least semi-regularly.

Rehearsals are a time to be brave, unearth, explore and untangle a play. It’s a time and
place to make discoveries: therefore, I need a safe place/space to do so. Here is where
we, I, as an artist make wrong choices for my character and for the play. Ideally, I will
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make more discoveries that I can keep rather than throw out, but those do happen. It’s
important for me to know that I can fall, that I can fail and that that is part of my journey.
I know that when I don’t feel safe, I shut down and my ability to let go, access and
release my impulse is near non-existent.

The artist in me dies a little bit which is not

good when I am working to give birth to a character. It’s difficult for me to jump into a
process if I don’t trust the collaborators who create the environment I am jumping into.
This is not one of my strong suits because there are more work environments out there
that are unfriendly, than friendly. I believe that as I grow confident both in my work and
in myself, will be able to create a role freely in any environment. Until then, gaining
back confidence will take time.

A sense of ensemble helps me in release my impulse at rehearsal. Trusting those around
me as peers, as well as myself, is vital to the creation of a role. I don’t know exactly how
it happens, but I do know that a sense of oneness aids me in developing a role. I truly
believe that while there may be small parts, there are no small players. I wish more
theatre artists embraced this idea. With that said, group warm ups are my favorite.
Bouncing energy off one another can levitate a room. That energy actually clears the
space in my mind and makes it far more free for us to expand as actors. While I’d prefer
a warm up that is more to my personal needs every time, I do so enjoy any group warm
up. I take care of my personal needs in worming up on my own when I have to.

I have also embraced the idea, to the best of my ability at this point, of working off the
other person. I think I get stage fright sometimes. I think I used to get it when I was
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younger as well, and when I come back to the concept that it’s just me and my scene
partner, I calm down. It doesn’t always work because I often get very nervous before
taking the stage, but it has helped significantly. Furthermore, it’s true. It is just you and
your scene partner(s) out there on that stage. They are all you’ve got. So, I do my best to
be as present with them as possible. I know they are who and what is most important to
me on stage as an actor. It feels good to know that. Being present for them and focusing
my energy on them hasn’t failed me yet.

Costumes and/or make up can also give me a way into my character. Shoes inform me at
least partly as to how I move. Hairstyle or jewelry can advise me of a psychological
gesture my character may have that I haven’t yet found. Dress rehearsals are like a
heightened rehearsal for me because we don’t have an audience and we have all our toys
to play with. This is often where and when the real playtime begins. It’s like the icing on
a cake and the decorations, sprinkles and candles are like the performances, there is still
room for adornments, but the foundation has been laid.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SHOWTIME

During a run warming up physically, vocally on my own as well as with my ensemble, is
vital to me as a performer. Having fun and connecting with my cast and crew prior to
curtain is also crucial to my success as well as our show’s success. I look through my
script every night in the dressing room and sometimes shortly before I go on stage. I say
my lines out loud each night before a performance on my own and line-bash when I can.
This is the one thing that has remained consistent in every show I’ve done, well, all but
one. One of my instructors suggested I try not doing it right before a show, rather earlier
in the day, but it wasn’t my favorite. Going over my scenes every night has become a
ritual I am okay with keeping. Everything else I am free to flex.

My prep before a scene is currently within the given circumstances of the play. Though
these preps are often not full, I simply don’t have the ability to work a personal prep as I
feel it takes me out of the place and space I am supposed to be working. I believe that as
I continue working and developing my imagination through meditation exploration my
preps will become more and more full. I have also found that doing squats, squat-sits,
squat-leg-raises, push-ups and planks are great physical preps. This helps with my
overall energy and focus and can be done quietly in small spaces.
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I go on stage each night knowing that it’s a new night and nothing will be the same. I am
embracing that idea more and more. Beating myself up less and less has been a personal
goal and I think I still have a long way to go in this area. But I am letting go of mistakes
or missed opportunities to follow my impulse better. The past is the past and there is
nothing I can do to change that, both in life and in life on stage: move forward, learn and
grow.
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EPILOGUE: PROOF OF LIFE

Evidence as to whether or not I have succeeded in giving birth to a character in a play
happens in moments. These moments can take place anytime throughout rehearsal or
anytime during the run. Sometimes these moments are longer or shorter, usually shorter
at this point. And what these moments are filled with is a feeling of connection between
me and the character. These moments happen when I am listening and responding fully
to my scene partner and my character within the given circumstances of the play. These
moments are the life breath of the character I am playing. Instances when fiction
becomes reality through me. Contradictions become synonymous.
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